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ABSTRACT
To prevent the wasting of time in bus stop, we have developed an android application
which can be used to locate the bus with timing and bus stop location.This application
consists of the xml front end which is used to provide user interface to the users and Java
languageto create the application.This application has the Google map integration to
track the bus real time to know where the bus is right now. The use of database is to show
up the bus timing table to the user.The user need to select the district and route, then the
exact time table ofthe buses and location of the buses for the selected route will be
displayed.
Index Terms ARM 7, GPS, GSM, Eclipse tool,Coding languages.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent trends android mobile performs the major role in mobile communication.Peoplewaitsfor
long time in bus stop without knowing the respective bus timing details. This led to the
development of an Android application to prevent the wastage of time in bus stop in this busy
world.This Android application gives detail about the timing of the bus and the current location
of the bus respectively. The location of the bus is shown in the Google maps by using the GPS
tracking system.We have to fix the GPS tracking system in all buses to transmit the current
location of the bus through the internet, location of the bus can be transmitted to the mobile
device.Android mobile users only can use this application software. In future,the scope of the
study is to develop this application for IOS and Windows mobile phone users.

2. SYSTEM ANALYSIS OVERVIEW OF ANDROID
The Android[1] may be a mobile phone software package (OS) presently developed by Google
and supported the UNIX operating system (OS) kernel & designed primarily for touchscreen
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mobile devices like smart phones, tablets. Android supports programs such as direct
manipulation, sound and pinching,victimization bit gestures that loosely correspond to real-world
actions like swiping, to govern on-screen objects at the side of a virtual keyboard for text input.
Android's ASCII text file is supported by Google, beneath open supply licenses. Mostof the
robot devices supported by mixture of open supply and proprietary computer Code.The
proprietary computer code is needed for accessing
Google services.Robot is fashionable technology corporations that need a ready-made,
inexpensive and customizable software package for sophisticated devices.

Figure 1 Android 6.0.1 Home Screen

2.1. Application
Android code development and Google Play Applications ("apps"), that extend the
practicality of devices, an written mistreatment the golem code development kit (SDK) and the
Java artificial language that has complete access to the golem Apis. Java is also combined with
C /C++ , along with a alternative of non-default runtimes that enable higher C++ support. The
„Go‟ artificial language is additionally supported since its version one.4, which might even be
used completely though with a restricted set of golem Apis. The SDK contains a comprehensive
set of development tools with a computer program ,code libraries, a telephone set supported by
QEMU, sample code and tutorials. Initially, Google's supported integrated development
surroundings (IDE) was Eclipse mistreatment the golem Development Tools (ADT) plug in.
Google discharged golem Studio, alternative development tools together with a native
development kit (NDK) for applications or extensions in C /C++, Google App artificer, a visible
surroundings for novice programmers, and varied cross platform mobile internet applications
frameworks.
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2.2 Existing system
There are existing websites to know about the details of the bus timings. But always we
cannot rely on that due to surrounding factors like traffic. To overcome this demerit we have
developed an Android application which precisely gives the location of the bus.

2.3 Proposed systems
Proposed system will consist of GSM,GPS and GPRS modules interfaced with the
microcontroller. The overall block diagram of the proposed system is shown in the following
Figure 2.3.1.

Figure 2 Block diagram

There are only three blocks Mobile device, Cloud and Bus. In Mobile device the
application software were installed. The cloud consists of Database management system.
GSM,GPS and GPRS interfaced with the Micro controller and it can be fixed in the bus.Location
transmissionis done with the help of GPRS. The location of the bus is shown in the Google maps
in mobile device.
 Hardware
 ARM 7 Microcontroller
 Overview of ARM
Thumb 16 bit instruction is introduced to provide improved code density the foremost
wide used ARM7[2] styles implement the ARMv4T design, however some implement ARMv3
or ARMv5TEJ of these styles use a John von Neumann design, therefore the few versions
comprising a cache don't separate information and instruction caches.
Some ARM7 cores square measure obsolete. One vital model, the ARM7DI has
introduced JTAG primarily based on-chip debugging; but the preceding ARM6 cores didn't
support it. The "D" delineated a JTAG faucet for correcting; the "I" denoted associate ICE
Breaker debug module supporting hardware breakpoints and watch points and holding system be
stalled for debugging , future cores enclosed and increased this support.
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Figure 3 ARM7 chip

It is a flexible processor designed for mobile devices and different low power. This
processor design is capable of up to 130MIPS on a typical zero.13 µm method. The ARM7TDMI
processor core implements ARM design v4T. The processor supports each 32-bit and 16-bit
directions via the ARM and Thumb instruction sets.
ARM licenses the processor to varied semiconductor corporations, that style full chips
supported the ARM processor design.

Figure 4 ARM 7 interfacing kit

2.4 ARM 7
The original ARM7 was supported the sooner ARM6 style and used identical ARMv3 instruction
set. The ARM710 variant was employed in a computer hardware module for the fruit architecture
computer, and also the initial ARM based mostly System on a Chip styles ARM7100 and
ARM7500 used this core.

2.5 GSM
The ECU Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) describes the protocols for
second-generation (2G) .Digital cellular networks employed by mobile phones initially deployed
in Suomi in July 1991. It is spread over 219 countries and became accessible worldwide by 2014.
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Figure 5 GSM system

Initial generation (1G) analog cellular networks was replaced with 2G networks with GSM .The
GSM has digital, circuit-switched network optimized for full duplex voice telecommunication.
This is distended over time to incorporate information communications initially by circuitswitched transport, then by packet information transport via GPRS and EDGE.

2.6 GPS
The Global Positioning System (GPS)[4] may be a space-based navigation system that
gives location, time data and atmospheric condition of anyplace on or close to the world wherever
there's associate unobstructed line of sight to four or additional GPS satellites.[1] The system
provides essential capabilities to military, civil, and business users round the world.

Figure 6 GPS system

2.7 Fundamentals
The GPS conception relies on time and therefore the proverbial position of specialized
satellites are determined. The satellites carry terribly measure synchronous to every alternative
from stable atomic clocks .Any drift from true time maintained on the bottom is corrected daily.
The satellite measure proverbial position exactly. GPS receivers have clocks as well; but, they're
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not synchronous with true time, and square measure less stable. GPS satellites incessantly
transmit their current time and position. A GPS receiver monitors multiple satellites and solves
equations to find the precise position of the receiver from true time. Four satellites should
befixedto determine four unknown quantities (three position coordinates(X,Y,Z) and clock
deviation from satellite time) of the particular location.

2.8 Detailed Description
Each GPS satellite broadcasts a signal(carrier wave with modulation) which consists of
pseudo random code and message.
The pseudo random code (sequence of ones and zeros) which is known to the receiver
produces version.The receiver measured version of code, the time of arrival (TOA) of an outlined
purpose within the code sequence, referred to as associate epoch, may be found within the
receiver meter reading scale.
A message of the time of transmission (TOT) of the code epoch (in GPS system time
scale) is generated which helps the satellite to provide the position of object.
Conceptually, receiver measures the TOAs of 4 satellite signals. From the TOAs and
TOTs, the receiver produces result with four TOF values.The receiver with four TOFs computes
its three-dimensional co-ordinates (X,Y,Z) and clock deviation The offset of the receiver clock
corresponding to the GPS time square measure is computed at the same time .The receiver's
Earth-cantered resolution location is typically born-again to latitude, great circle associated
height relative to an non-circular Earth model. the peak might then be more born-again to height
relative the geoid (e.g.EGM96) (essentially, mean ocean level). These coordinates is also
displayed, e.g. on a moving map show and/or recorded and/or utilized by another system (e.g., a
vehicle steerage system).
 Software
 Software Tools
 Eclipse Tool
In computer programming side, Eclipse[5] is an integrated development setting. It
contains a base space and an protractible plug-in system for customizing the setting. Eclipse is
written largely in Java and its primary use to develop Java applications, however it's going to
even be accustomed develop applications in alternative programming languages through the
utilization of various programmes such as ABAP, C, C++, COBOL, Fortran, JavaScript, Julia,
Lasso, Lua, NATURAL, Perl, Prolog, Python, Ruby Clojure, Groovy, Elang etc.,. It may be
accustomed to develop packages for the software system,Mathematical development
environments embrace the Eclipse Java development kit (JDK) for Java &Scala, Eclipse CDT for
C C++ and Eclipse PDT for PHP, among others.
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Figure 7 Eclipse Tool

The Eclipse code development kit (SDK), which incorporates the Java development tools,
is supposed for Java developers. Users will extend its skills by putting in plug-ins written for the
Eclipse Platform, like development toolkits for different programming languages, and may write
and contribute their own plug-in modules.Free underneath the terms of the Eclipse Public
License, Eclipse SDK is free and ASCII text file code (although it's incompatible with the
wildebeest General Public License). It was one amongst the primary day to run underneath
wildebeest category path and it runs delicately underneath IcedTea.
 Programming Languages
 JAVA
Java[6]is a programming language which is class-based, object-based, and particularly
framed to own a few implementation dependencies as potential. It‟s supposed to let application
developers WORA (write once, run anywhere), which is that compiled Java code will run on all
platforms that support Java while not the necessity for recompilation. Java applications square
measure generally compiled to computer memory unit code that may run on any Java virtual
machine (JVM) inspite of PC design. Java is one in foremost style programming languages in
use, from 2016, especiallyfor client-server internet applications, with a nine million
developers.The Founder of Java is James Goose at Sun Microsystems (which has been non
inheritable by Oracle Corporation) .The language derives many of its syntax from C/ C++.
The latest version is Java eight, that is that the solely version presently supported for
complimentary by Oracle, though earlier versions square measure supported each by Oracle and
different firms on an advertisement basis.

2.9 JSON
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation)[7] uses human-readable text to pass knowledge
objects consisting of attribute–value pairs, XML is the most common format used for control
timing of browser/server communication (AJAJ) system without any mismatching.
JSON is a language-independent format. It derived from JavaScript, however currently
code to come up with and dissect JSON-format knowledge is on the market in several
programming languages. The official net media sort for JSON is application/json. The JSON
extension is json.
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The JSON format was originally developed by Little Giant Crock Ford. It‟s portrayed by
RFC 7159 and ECMA-404. The ECMA projects mainly the allowed syntax, whereas the RFC
provides both linguistics and security issues.
A typical mash up fetches JSON-format knowledge from many totally different net
servers exploitation associate degree Open API.

2.10 PHP
PHP[8] is a server-side scripting language designed for net development however
additionally used as a general artificial language. It was originally created by RasmusLerdorf in
1994, the PHP reference implementation is currently made by the PHP cluster. PHP originally
handles private Home Page, however it currently serves for the algorithmic back acronym PHP:
machine-readable text Pre-processor.
PHP code is also embedded into hypertext markup language code, or it is utilized in
combination with varied net template systems, website management system and net frameworks.
PHP code is sometimes processed by a PHP interpreter enforced as a module within the net server
or as a typical entryway Interface (CGI) .The online server combines the results taken and dead
PHP code, which can be any variety of knowledge, as well as pictures, with the generated web
content. PHP code may additionally be dead with a command-line interface (CLI) and may be
accustomed implement standalone graphical applications.
The quality PHP interpreter, supercharged by the Avestan Engine, is free package
discharged below the PHP License. PHP has been wide ported and may be deployed on most net
servers on nearly each software package and platform, freed from charge.
The PHP language evolved is not a written formal specification or customary till 2014, in
order to overcome this defect work has been on getting to produce a proper PHP specification.

2.11 MYSQL
MySQL is Associate in Nursing ASCII text file electronic database management system
(RDBMS) in July 2013, it had been the world's second most generally used RDBMS, and also
the most generally used ASCII text file client–server model RDBMS. The SQL form stands for
Structured source language. The MySQL development project has created its ASCII text file out
there beneath the terms of the antelope General Public License, also as beneath a spread of
proprietary agreements.
On all platforms except Microsoft Windows, MySQL ships with no interface tools to
administer MySQL knowledge bases or manage data contained inside the databases. Users could
use the enclosed instruction tools, or install Mar alternative of information to be used in internet
applications, and may be a central element of the wide used LAMP ASCII text file internet
application code stack (and different "AMP" stacks). LAMP is Associate in Nursing form for
Linux, Apache, MySQL, Perl/ PHP/Python. Free software ASCII text file need a full-featured
direction system usually use MySQL. MySQL information include: TYPO3, MODx, Joomla,
WordPress, phpBB, MyBB, Drupal and different codes when used in applications. MySQL is
additionally utilized in several high-profile.
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3. WORKING
The GPS and GSM kit is interfaced with ARM7 microcontroller and it is fixed in the bus.The
Android application is created by using JAVA coding language and it is installed in mobile device
which is having the Android operating system .This application consist of the XML front end
which is used to provide the user interface to the users. This application has the Google
integration to track the bus real time that where the bus is right now.

Figure 8 Google maps

By using MYSQL the database is created for timing table. This timing table consist of
state and district and route based time table.PHP coding language is used to connect the database
to the mobile.JSON coding language is used for parse the database and to show it to Android
application.
The location can be tracked by using GPS and it is transmitted by using the GPRS.The
user need to select the district and route then the exact time table of the buses and location for
that route will be shown from this detailed analyzed database. We can track any bus exact
location.
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4.RESULT
As the passenger to track location and timing of the bus, he can open the “Main”
application installed in his smartphone .The following figure shows the login page of the android
application that is installed in the smartphone of the user.

Figure 9 Login page

After login to the application , he will see the next screen as shown below. In that he has to
click the visible button.

Figure 10 Tracking the bus

The following figure shows the application page to track the location of the bus. Once the
user receives the location co-ordinates from the he can input those coordinates in the Google
maps[9] application which is opened by pressing the Maps provided in the application to track
the bus.
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Figure 11 Bus location in map

5. CONCLUSION
The time wasting problem faced by the people in bus stops is highly minimized by this
project. This project is having perfect and easy user interface. Internet is more effective
requirement of this project otherwise this project is highly affordable to the people and
government.

6. FUTURE WORK
This project can be further developed to notify the particular bus once visited by the user
till he/she boards the bus at the particular day.
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